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Summary

1  Over The Top » by starfish422 R/A M C 34 6281 185 Slash: Edward is an unabashed pleasure-seeker, one of the club kings of the 
Seattle gay community. One night at his favorite club, he meets an enigmatic man 
who rocks the world he has created. Explicit sexuality/language/mature themes.

2  All I Ever Knew » by 
manyafandom

R/F M WIP 22 3801 173 Jasper finds something he has been is looking for in the most unexpected place. 
Friendship and Fluff and Romance. JasperxEdward. Rated M for subject matter 
and future chapters.

3  Evading The Orbit » by 
TrampyVampies

A M WIP 4 660 165 Edward & Jasper are two anti-social college students who share a close & solitary 
friendship. When Jasper's feelings grow, will Edward succumb to the pressure of 
high-expectation, or embrace his feelings and evade the orbit of conformity? E/J 
Slash AH/OOC

4  Raw and Rosy » by 
tuesdaymidnight

(blank) M C 19 3005 158 Jasper Hale hates his high school rival Edward Cullen with a passion. What 
happens when Jasper discovers Edward's little secret? Spank!Fic. AH/AU/OOC. 
Rated M. Contains mature content.

5  Uncomfortable » by Savannah-
Vee

D/A M WIP 9 1166 130 Got 'Best Angst' mention in 'Slash Backslash' contest! 'The way he looks at me 
makes me feel...uncomfortable.' Jasper's girlfriend's brother, Edward, keeps staring 
at him. Why? Who knows. Seems like even Edward is confused...SLASH, AH, very 
OOC.

6  Just The Three Of Us » by 
kuntrygal

R/D M WIP 18 2211 123 "Jasper and I are kind of together. We don't show it outside of the privacy of our 
home." I was almost pleading with her to understand."Bella love,please." I said 
holding a hand out to her. "We do want you...we both want you." J/E/B

7  Equal & Opposite » by Oh 
Jasper My Jasper

A/H/C M C 19 2141 113 They've been friends since the age of 10. Now they're seniors in High School and 
gay Jasper has a crush on his straight best friend, Edward. Will Jasper find love or 
will his heart be broken? AU/AH OOC Slash Rated M for coarse language/sexual 
content

8  All I Ever Knew and More » by 
manyafandom

R/F M WIP 4 409 102 Outtakes, Smuttakes and Alternative POVs for my story "All I Ever Knew". 
Jasper/Edward. Rated M for lemons, adult subject matter, and slashy goodness.

9  What Matters » by Strae D/Hmr M WIP 6 603 101 After one horny night alone with a webcam, Edward enters a surprisingly intimate 
friendship with a stranger online. He someday plans to meet this 'Jazz' girl he's 
become so oddly enraptured with; too bad Jazz isn't exactly a 'girl'.

10  A Tangible Dichotomy » by 
PerfectlyPersuasive

R/F M WIP 27 2624 97 Not everything makes sense to us at first, but sometimes, the paradoxes in life are 
exactly what we never knew we needed. When Jasper and Edward are thrown 
together, into a dorm room no less, who are they to deny the twisted logic of fate? 
AH/Slash.

11  Lessons Learned » by 
mistyhaze420

H/C/R M WIP 44 4112 93 Jasper and Edward become the best of friends through similar tragic events in their 
lives. Edward, the geeky messed up kid, soon starts getting some lessons from 
bad boy, Jasper on how to fit in...What will E end up teaching him? E/J Slash AH 
Mature

12  At The Deep End » by naelany H/C/R M WIP 26 2395 92 After an encounter at camp many years ago Jasper thought he would never see 
Edward again but little did he know who his new teammate would turn out to be...

13  McFearless » by TeamBella23 (blank) M WIP 4 352 88 "Twat,Twitch...not gay." Or are they? Written for the Slash Backslash 2.0 Contest; 
Best Comedy mention AH/AU Edward/Jasper to be continued...

14  The Morning After the Night 
Before » by starfish422

Hmr/R M WIP 2 172 86 Slash: The night before - drunkenness and an iPhone. The morning after - 
humiliation, a hangover and...insanely hot fantasies? A crossover appearance by 
QAF Emmett. Language/explicit sexuality.

15  Just Like Chocolate » by 
FarDareisMai2

R/D M C 5 429 86 Winner Slash/Backslash One Shot Contest. Jasper reminisces about his life with 
Edward, the texture of buttercream, and the capacity to love. AH. Rated M. Explicit 
sexual content. Additional outtakes will appear at random intervals.

16  Marked » by Whitlock-Masen R M WIP 22 1852 84 Edward Masen is a self-sufficient, independently wealthy man with a PhD in Social 
Anthropology. When he meets a man named Jasper, he is shaken by the 
disappointment he feels when Jasper is apparently an impossibility. ExJ, Slash, 
OOC

17  Live Like No Tomorrow » by 
naelany

R/H/C M WIP 5 417 83 Edward and Jasper have always been friends. Follow them as they embark on a 
journey through serious illness and witness the amazing power of love and the 
hope it provides. Any such journey is an emotional one so get yourself a fresh box 
of kleenex.

18  The Bronze Prince » by 
TwiBoy

Hrr/R M C 2 158 79 Where one would think he gave me death by taking away my humanity, I knew the 
exact opposite; that he gave me life. - Vamps AU OOC Slash

19  Your Biggest Fan » by 
OfTheDamned

R/A M WIP 22 1730 79 Throughout high school, the shy and over-burdened Edward Masen threw himself 
into work and raising his baby sister. He's always felt lucky just to be friends with 
track star Jasper Cullen. Now, he doesn't know if just friends is enough. AH AU 
Slash.

20  Project Seduce Mr Whitlock » 
by rmhale

A/R M WIP 15 1130 75 Edward's life changed the moment he walked into his senior history class. His 
boring life was turned upside down by his gorgeous teacher and now it was his 
mission to seduce an unsuspecting Mr. Whitlock. E/J pairing, contains male slash.

21  Raw and Rosy Revisited » by 
tuesdaymidnight

(blank) M WIP 5 376 75 A collection of outtakes and extras from Raw and Rosy's Spanksper and Assward. 
Spank!Fic. AH/AU/OOC. Rated M. Contains mature content.

22  Southern Charm: The 
Outtakes » by Meikela

R/D M C 3 225 75 A series of outtakes from my story, Southern Charm. You probably should go read 
Southern Charm first if you haven't already, as these won't make much sense 
unless you do. Just sayin' :

23  Mergers and Acquisitions » by
Touchstone67

R/F M WIP 22 1645 75 When Edward pays for a night of harmless fun, he didn't expect to get the 
purchase of a lifetime. Will his nights in Seattle change his whole life in Chicago? 
Full length story for the second place winner in the Slash/Backslash Contest. Rated 
M, J/E

24  If on a Winter's Night » by 
Touchstone67

A/R M WIP 10 739 74 One fateful, winter's night, Edward and Jasper's lives are turned upside down. Is 
their relationship strong enough to withstand the aftermath, or will they be driven 
apart forever? Rated M for sexual situations, language. AH J/E slash
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25  Errors & Omissions » by Oh 
Jasper My Jasper

A/H/C M WIP 42 3084 73 Companion/follow up story to Equal & Opposite. This is Edward's account of his 
self-discovery, loss and personal growth. Years after Jasper leaves Seattle, can he 
and Edward reunite or will they decide it's best to stay apart? AU/AH/OOC/Slash

26  How to Turn a Straight Guy 
Gay » by Lou-La

Hmr/D M C 19 1388 73 "My name is Jasper Whitlock, and I teach straight boys the pleasure of c*ck." 
EdxJas, obviously slash. Lemons, naughty words, the usual. Best UST and Dry 
Hump in Round Two of The Slash Awards. COMPLETE.

27  Southern Charm » by Meikela D/R M C 34 2424 71 CPD Officer Jasper Whitlock is searching for Mr. Forever, not Mr. Right Now. ER 
doctor Edward Cullen is just looking to find himself. What happens when their fates 
cross? AU/AH

28  Begin Again » by C-Me-Smile R/A M WIP 12 848 71 Edward is a married novelist of some renown. An unexpected reunion in a 
bookstore reawakens old feelings in him never fully buried of lost love, desire, 
aching regret and tentative hope. But does the object of his feelings still feel the 
same? All-Human

29  And Baby Makes Three » by 
fiberkitty

Fml/R M C 11 728 66 When Jasper and Edward find themselves out of luck in adopting a child, Jasper 
decides it is time to try a new route. What sacrifices will this couple make to 
become parents? Can Bella make their dream come true? Written for FGB 
auction.JxE,J/E/B

30  I Wept Not » by 
ArcadianMaggie

A/R M WIP 22 1442 66 Jasper is a war weary soldier burdened by the weight of eternity. Edward is an 
uncomplicated high school student content to hide his sexuality. Together can 
Jasper find something to live for and Edward discover some things are worth dying 
for? J/E Slash

31  I'm not an Angel » by rmhale R M WIP 4 260 65 Jasper's eye is caught by the beautiful raven-haired boy across the room. In a 
world of music, sex and perpetual travel...is there room for anything or anyone 
else? When is comfortable not enough anymore? O/S

32  Finger Painting » by 
FarDareisMai2

R/Hmr M WIP 5 324 65 Alice drags her brother Edward to an art show, intent on introducing him to her 
friend. Instead, Edward meets an intriguing painter, who takes the exploration of 
colors to a whole new level. AH and rated M for a reason folks.

33  Seventeen Men » by 
Conversed

R/A M WIP 9 570 63 TWINNED SEQUEL: AH M/M. "Some say that distance makes the heart grow 
fonder. Y'all know that distance can suck my dick." Jasper, Edward and seventeen 
men. There might be barn-sex. BE WARNED.

34  Intangibilities » by 
PerfectlyPersuasive

F/R M WIP 3 184 61 Alternate outakes and extra bits from A Tangible Dichotomy. Enjoy!

35  Walk Away » by 
hidingfromsomeone

R/A M WIP 3 181 60 Hey Slash/ Backslash 2.0! I'm back! Domward and Subsper have come out to play. 
You can join them if you like things slashy, naughty, kinky and if you're over 18. If 
not... Walk Away

36  Ink Street » by ahizelm R/A M WIP 21 1264 60 From the moment I saw those perfect lips, I wanted him. He would be mine. It was 
only a matter of time. Slash. OOC. JxE. A continuation from the Tattward & Inkella 
Contest.

37  Sketchbook Revelations » by 
PolkaDotMama

R/A M C 37 2220 60 Jasper makes a confession to Edward that changes their lives forever. When 
words fail they rely on their sketches and more to reveal their inner most secrets. 
Their unique friendship grows and transforms. Can it endure the sketchbook 
revelations? M AH/AU

38  Landslide » by Domward's 
Mistress

D/R M WIP 11 655 60 "It didn't matter that he was fucking around. It didn't matter that I was the no good, 
piece of shit who was allowing it.And it didn't matter what the voice inside my head 
was screaming. Because it just felt too damn good to stop." Rated M.

39  The Major's Pet » by OCDJen R/A M WIP 3 175 58 In a world of violence where humans are food and pets, can a special pet become 
the love of a certain Major? Written for Ealasaid77 birthday. Human/Vamp, DARK 
FIC!

40  Into the Open » by avioleta R/D M C 2 115 58 Entry for the Slash/Backslash Contest. All in all, I'd say I got off pretty good as far 
as the roommate situation was concerned. Of course, it took me a while to realize 
just how well matched we actually were. AH/ExJ. SLASH. Rated M.

41  The Picnic Table » by 
mhl1115

R/F M WIP 13 736 57 Slash: Edward is on summer vacation with his family when he experiences an 
instant attraction to a local surfer.

42  Undeniable Attraction » by 
LixiLovesWhitlock

R/F M C 25 1378 55 Edward's whole perspective changes after an impulsive kiss of his best friend. He's 
not gay. So why does he keep picturing his best friend in compromising situations? 
JxE Slash AH

43  The Edge of Love » by 
OCDJen

R/D M WIP 8 436 55 Jasper Whitlock- One of the most dangerous mob bosses in the world. Edward 
Cullen - MI6 agent, sent in undercover to bring him down. What happens when the 
mission is corrupted with love?

44  Broken Dreams and Beautiful 
Nightmares » by OCDJen

A/R M WIP 10 534 53 Breaking out of an abusive relationship is one of the hardest things to do, leaning 
to find yourself once again is just as hard. Can Jasper over come his past and 
learn what love is really like? E&J PLEASE READ THE AN INSIDE!

45  Random JasperEdward 
oneshots » by Pastiche Pen

R/A M C 4 211 53 New Entry #4: The Kinsey Scale: Edward is madly in love with his roommate-who 
is not gay. ...or is he? Edward decides he detests pop psychology. A tale of 
botched seduction, cocktail confetti, subway songs, and dour uncles. AH. Funny 
porn, etc.

46  Said and done » by ICMezzo Hmr/R M WIP 22 1158 53 Graduate students Edward and Jasper feel the connection, but is it enough to 
overcome their differences? EdwardxJasper slash, human/vampire love. RATED 
M.

47  Show Me A Garden that's 
bursting into life » by atypical-
swan

(blank) M C 62 3263 53 Isolated and lonely, Dr. Jasper Whitlock, Ph.D., finds himself taking a temporary 
position at the boarding school, Forks Academy. There he meets Edward Cullen 
and his tight knit group of friends and family. AU-Human. JxExB eventually. Full 
summary inside.

48  Right There » by OCDJen F/R M C 33 1734 53 After a drunk night with his Gay best friend, Jasper is left to wonder if there was 
more to him then he knew. Will he embrace his sudden new side and take a risk? 
Or will he forever be in denial? RATED M, E&J, Lemons. PLEASE READ AND 
REVIEW.

49  Rough Seas » by 
MySlashyFriend

(blank) M C 3 155 52 Edward begins his new career as a seaman, only to discover a side of him he 
never knew existed. Originally written as a one-shot for the Tattward Contest. 
Chapter 3 is for cosmo9 and ArcadianMaggie. AU/AH, OOC, SLASH, Lemons.

50  Jasper & Edward's High 
School Reunion » by 
PerfectlyPersuasive

Hmr/R M WIP 3 154 51 Jasper liked Lord of the Rings. Edward was into Star Wars. They were best friends, 
anyway. A line was crossed. Feelings were hurt. They haven't spoken in years. It's 
time for their ten year reunion. Take out your light saber. You might need it. 
AH/Slash
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51  Love Between Sexes » by EFC R M C 18 891 50 Edward & Jasper were roommates in University. They both have wives and new 
lives now, but a three day reunion will force them to examine the relationship they 
chose not to explore and left behind so many years ago. SLASH ExJ

52  Secrets and Lies » by OCDJen R/A M WIP 19 939 49 Edward has always had these strange feelings, but has always pushed them down 
and away to scared to explore them. When he bumps into a mysterious yet 
beautiful golden haired man will he explore the hidden depths he has pushed away 
for so long? Please R&R

53  Since » by MizzHyde R/H/C M WIP 7 343 49 Edward and Bella have been blissfully happy for years. He's a one-woman man. 
When Jasper, Rosalie's beautiful brother, arrives from the US for her wedding, will 
he realise there's room for one man in his life, too? AH, rated M for lemons and 
slash.

54  Verum Quod Eventus » by 
stolenxsanity

R M WIP 5 245 49 Jasper has a fated meeting one night that finally allows him to let go. But, will it 
only be temporary? Originally written for the "Tattward and Inkella One-Shot" 
Contest. OOC. Slash. JxE

55  Ride the Cowboy » by 
NanaMun

R M C 2 96 48 The new boy from Texas and a particularly fast paced Senior find themselves 
attracted and lusting after another in their AP American History class.

56  Mythological Creatures » by 
mistyhaze420

A M WIP 3 141 47 Edward & Jasper are two lonely boys who grow up together in a Texas Children's 
Home. Mase & Whit are two sociopathic monsters who feed from each other's 
psychopathic tendencies. Are some people just born evil? Very Dark Themes, 
Slash, Mature

57  Forever Shattered » by rmhale R/A M C 2 94 47 As Jasper prepares to watch the love of his life marry someone else, he prays for 
the strength to be the dutiful best friend as his heart shatters repeatedly. My entry 
into the SLASH/BACKSLASH contest. CONTAINS MALE SLASH? DON'T LIKE 
IT...DON'T READ IT!

58  Dazed and Confused: A Love 
Story » by mistyhaze420

(blank) M WIP 3 140 47 Poor, poor Jasper...all he wants to do is get stoned and eat dilly bars at the Dairy 
Queen he works at...but when Edward joins the working force, will he narc or will 
Jazz have someone to share the delicious treat with? Takes place in the early 90's. 
M

59  Submit » by Lovum-N-Leevum D/R M WIP 3 140 47 BDSM AU: Submissive Edward Mason is a tough, snarky jackass. Popular, sought 
after Jasper Whitlock is the dominant king of the high school. After a close 
encounter, Jasper is set to make Edward submit to him. But will Edward allow 
himself to break? SLASH

60  Blond Ponytail » by Savannah-
Vee

R M C 2 93 47 'All I can see of him is longish, dirty blond colored hair tied back in a ponytail…' And 
Edward isn't even mildly interested in the new guy – that is, until he actually sees 
the guy's face… J/E SLASH. AH.

61  The Doctor's Son » by 
michellemybelle202

R M WIP 2 92 46 Dr. Whitlock accepts an offer to join Carlisle Cullen's medical practice. Shortly after 
his arrival in Forks, however, he finds himself instantly attracted to someone he 
can't have—his new boss's favorite son. Jasper x Edward. AU-AH. OOC. Lemons.

62  Passion and Disaster » by 
ignrntslt

R M WIP 21 950 45 Jasper has a chance encounter with Edward that changes everything. Lemons! 
Mature content! Also be warned, the language is natural and fairly coarse, and may 
offend as compared with the books. I hope you'll read on, regardless!

63  Burnt Marshmallow's » by 
TwistedforTwilight

R/A M WIP 3 134 45 Jasper meets Edward at a family reunion. All human CAUTION: M for mature 
themes and lemons SLASH J/E

64  Mergers & Acquisitions One 
Shot » by Touchstone67

R/D M C 2 89 45 When Edward pays for a night of harmless fun, he didn't expect to get the 
purchase of a lifetime. Will his nights in Seattle change his whole life in Chicago? 
Entry for Slash/Backslash contest. Rated M, E/J

65  The Path to Absolution » by 
rmhale

(blank) M WIP 3 132 44 Sequel to A Kiss Before I Say Goodbye for FGB. Edward begins a path to self-
discovery that will hopefully lead him back to the one he has loved all along. 
Edward/Jasper

66  Gasping for Air » by 
Wolfenmoon1313

H/C/R M WIP 32 1349 42 Jasper is a young man with a dark past. No one should have to survive the horror 
he had to endure. All he's looking for is a friend but he find much more than that...

67  All I Want For Christmas » by 
naelany

Fml/R M C 2 84 42 Edward really was all I wanted for Christmas. I wanted him home, safe and sound. 
Slash, J/E. Entry for Christmas contest

68  Never Let Go » by calico739 A/R M WIP 2 82 41 "Well, I hate you, too. You just won't leave me alone. Ever since I met you... I can't 
stop thinking about you. When I close my eyes... I see you." And as he spoke I 
could feel my entire world tilting on it's axis, my heart mending. E/J Slash.

69  Rediscovering What Matters: 
The Wedding » by rmhale

R M WIP 3 120 40 Jasper and Edward's wedding...the sequel to Rediscovering What Matters. A 
detailed journey from both Edward and Jasper on their special day.

70  Southern Comfort » by 
bookbag

A/R M WIP 6 238 40 Growing up in a Southern life of privilege was never easy for Edward Cullen, his life 
had always been planned for him. But when he moves back to the old family estate 
to oversee the restoration, will he find more than he bargained for? AH, OOC, 
Slash, ExJ

71  Love At First Sight » by 
TwistedforTwilight

D/R M WIP 11 426 39 Relationships don't exist in this world. Are Edward and Jasper strong enough to 
overcome the odds, or will they just become another statistic? AH/Slash ExJ. 
Rated M for sexy times.

72  Brand New Start » by Darkira H/C M WIP 14 538 38 When an event rider and his horse go through a serious trauma, a "horse 
whisperer" is needed to try and get the horse back on track. But is the rider beyond 
any help? How about the whisperer himself? AU/AH/M/Slash/Jasper&Edward M for 
future lemons.

73  The Art of Losing Isn't Hard to 
Master » by robpat

R/D M WIP 6 226 38 AU, HUMAN. After Edward suffers a huge loss in his life, he finds himself having to 
start over. Who will be there to help him pick up the pieces? A certain blonde, 
perhaps? M for later chapters.

74  It's Fate » by OCDJen H/C/R M WIP 11 408 37 They were High school sweethearts, Jasper broke Edward's heart by leaving a 
Note, now ten years on Fate throws them back together again. Will they rekindle 
the love they once had or will they forever stay apart? Rated M, JXE, lemons in 
later chapters, R&R

75  Numb and Nothing » by 
Domward's Mistress

H/C/A M WIP 3 111 37 "I just want to feel again." Slash. Rated M.

76  Seven Minutes in Heaven » by 
tuesdaymidnight

(blank) M C 18 653 36 High school senior Edward just found out that his long-standing crush on 
classmate Jasper is mutual, but he is mortified that their first kiss may occur inside 
a closet. Little does he know what that one kiss will ignite. AU, AH, OOC. E/J 
Slash. Rated M.

77  Rediscovering What Matters » 
by rmhale

R M WIP 40 1440 36 A journal that Edward keeps leading up to his wedding detailing how he wants to 
show Jasper that he loves him in every way. E/J.
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78  First Chance at Love » by 
Whitlock's Girl

R M C 2 72 36 Kissing Edward isn't just a want, it's a need. A necessity. Like breathing, and now 
that I've kissed him once, I know that I'll never want to stop. I'll need it from him 
everyday of forever.

79  Snapshots » by SUPER 
AMAZING

R/Hmr M WIP 12 428 36 Snapshots of Edward and Jasper's lives together, from the day they met to 
disastorous dates to cuddles. Slash. Lemons. Tattoos. Prequel to Ink Me, Baby.

80  You Speak To Me » by Bbebar R/H/C M C 4 142 36 "I've been waiting my entire life for something to propel me forward, Edward. I don't 
want to go back, and I'm so tired of standing still." SLASH, MA

81  Yesternight » by Pastiche Pen D/R M WIP 8 280 35 A trip to Mexico leaves Carlisle and Edward captured by Maria's coven. Edward 
wants to hate Jasper, the coven's lieutenant, but... emotions are not -his- talent. 
Slash. AU.

82  Maelström » by shalu H/C/D M WIP 5 173 35 Jasper's motorcycle breaks down in the pouring rain. A light in the distance leads 
him to something he thought he lost, but the discovery may drag him under. 
SLASH, JxE

83  The Very Thought of You » by 
Savannahbobanna

R M WIP 4 138 35 When Jasper can't control the thoughts that escape from his head, Edward notices 
that they aren't at all normal. When they discuss it, Jasper and Edward do the 
impossible: they cheat on their lovers... with each other.

84  Ink Street: A One Shot » by 
ahizelm

R M C 2 67 34 From the moment I saw those perfect lips, I wanted him. He would be mine. It was 
only a matter of time. Slash. OOC. JxE. An entry for the Tattward & Inkella Contest.

85  The Cullen's Secret » by 
AidennPluto

R/Hmr M C 2 67 34 Bella has a lot to learn about living forever. Some, she learns the hard way, like the 
fact that monogamy isn't exactly in the Cullens' dictionary. Beware the oversexed 
Cullens. And an unsympathetic Rosalie.

86  Together, alone » by leylastar A/R M WIP 3 99 33 Edward is a senior in high school with a secret - He's gay. When he meets Jasper, 
his life changes but with an already forced family life, will Edward find the strength 
to come out, or will he continue to hide his true self to please his father?

87  Two Vampires and a Mental 
Patient » by fiberkitty

Hrr/A M WIP 3 99 33 Edward and Jasper have been together for nearly seven decades. When their 
blood-filled hedonistic lifestyle is challenged by the addition of Jasper's nineteen 
year old mental patient, who will survive? AU ExJ, JxA, ExJxA Written for FGB 
auction: dtav.

88  Shower Revelations » by 
PolkaDotMama

R/A M WIP 4 131 33 Outtakes from Sketchbook Revelations. The boys don't always tell me everything 
as it happens and I find out about it after the fact. I am simply compelled to record 
their stories and feel it necessary to share them with you. Enjoy!

89  Beautiful Dangerous » by 
vampireisthenewblack

R/A M WIP 2 65 33 He who seeks revenge should remember to dig two graves. Multi-shot/WIP, E/J, 
slash, bloodplay, AH, OOC, NC-17.

90  Project Seduce Mr Whitlock 
The Outtakes » by rmhale

R/H/C M WIP 3 97 32 This is going to be a series of possible outtakes or POV to chapters of 
PSMW...won't make sense unless you have read the companion story. Contains 
Male Slash...E/J...if subject matter offends, don't read it! Enough said!

91  Jungle » by Dilmn8 R M WIP 14 451 32 Jasper is a dancer in a gay club with a difficult past. Vampires have just come out 
and are now public knowledge, will Edward be able to rescue Jasper from this 
jungle he lives in? E/J SLASH

92  New Boy Blues: Expanded 
Version » by angelbethy

R/H/C M WIP 8 256 32 Expanded from the one-shot. Jasper, terrified of being rejected, hides his true self 
from his friends and family. When Edward moves to Forks, though, Jasper's secret 
threatens to break through the wall he'd so carefully built. Rated M for slash, etc.

93  The Breast Pocket Letter » by 
philomina

R/H/C M C 2 62 31 Jasper Whitlock has been alone a long time. Yet what happens when the name of 
Eward Cullen comes back to whisper to him through the years?

94  Crimson Love and Biting 
Jealously » by OCDJen

A/R M WIP 10 309 31 Alice and Jasper try to start a new life with the Cullens only to realise that Alice is 
not Jasper's mate after all. How will they deal with the aftermath of their betryal, 
and what will happen with Alice's new mate? E&J. Vamp. Written for the SSA.

95  Angel of God » by Korissaa R/F M WIP 9 277 31 RUNNER UP WINNER of TWI-Slash Unveiled Contest - Edward comes home to 
visit Bella before starting the next chapter of his life, when he meets Jasper, a 
professional surfer. Edward want to learn how to surf, but is that all he'll learn?

96  Marked Outtakes » by 
Whitlock-Masen

R/A M WIP 2 61 31 These are outtakes that accompany our story "Marked". They may be of any length, 
set at any time, and are not necessarily in order. See A/Ns for time references. AH 
Slash ExJ

97  Mismatch Made In Heaven » 
by Mrs. Agget

R/D M WIP 14 426 30 Edward meets Jasper in a bar. Edward is a rough and tumble cowboy, and Jasper 
is shy and geeky. Will they be able to fall in love?

98  A Madness Most Discreet » by 
vampireisthenewblack

R M C 2 60 30 I'm pretty sure Edward Cullen hates my guts. It's the way he looks at me, the way 
he stares so intensely. If that were the extent of the problem it would be easy to 
ignore, but it's not. Because I'm pretty sure I'm in love with him. E/J. AH. Slash. NC-
17.

99  Destination » by Kerrfrano R/A M WIP 11 325 30 After six months of self discovery Jasper boards a plane to head back to a life he 
doesnt want, where he mets Edward. Will their destinations take them to the same 
place? E&J Rated M Please R&R

100  Lost and Found » by 
Touchstone67

R/F M WIP 19 560 29 A series of slash outtakes from Safe and Sound-they are only possible moments 
from the story, and do not, in any way, affect the storyline, or outcome, of Safe and 
Sound. Jasper/Edward Rated M for language/sexual situations


